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Newsletter Editor:  Mary Burks
Production Editor:  Karen Hutchinson

Warplings from the Gavel Holder
Well, here it is again- that NEW 
YEAR that reminds you time 
IS marching on and the days 
are now getting longer (which, 
for me, immensely helps that 
marching part). I have the usual 
resolutions that I have every 
year, but this year I thought I 
would also treat myself to some 
“fiber resolutions” to keep on 
keeping on with this fulfilling 
activity I enjoy.  So, these are 
“them”:

This should be EASY as pie- 
hope you can cook up some 
fiber resolutions of your own for 
the year!

If I love it, can see a use for it, •	
and have room for it, don’t feel 
guilty about adding it to the 
“collection”. 

Take at least two workshops •	
(and hopefully more) on things 
I have never tried.

Have a “fiber book” out in clear •	
view to peruse at all times.

Have a warped project, a plan •	
and a dream ready to pursue.

Give my poor thumb joint a •	
break once in a while.

Planning Meeting (January 
15th) Highlights:

A process for selecting “honor-•	
ary members” has been estab-

lished- info will be presented 
at the next Guild meeting.

Later this year we will be •	
making a transition from the 
traditional Webster newsletter 
to a redesigned website that will 
incorporate all of the Guild’s 
information. Lynn Sheffield 
has graciously offered to take 
on this project and maintain 
the website. Those who do not 
have access to the internet will 
still receive hardcopies of the 
announcements. Much more to 
follow!

The voucher for hosting a •	
program or workshop presenter 
will now have a value of $40. 

A new opportunity for teaching •	
and learning has been created 
in the form of an ongoing mini 
workshop program. Find fur-
ther information in an article in 
this newsletter. 

The Guild will be making a •	
donation of $500 towards a 
matching grant received by  
PNWAS for their new floor 
refurbishing effort. Additionally 
we encourage individual mem-
bers, directly through PNWAS, 
to contribute to the new floor-
ing that is sorely needed.

Thanks to everyone that at-
tended, offered great ideas and 
contributed easy consensus!!!

Holly Dye

The berries only make a 
pinky beige on wool, but the 
leaves give a nice soft yel-
low.

Holly- Ilex sp.

These proportions dye 4 
ounces of either non-mor-
danted or mordanted (4 tsp 
Alum, 1 _ tsp. Cream of Tar-
tar, 1 gal water) wool fiber.  
Consult your favorite dye 
reference book for mordant-
ing and dying instructions. 
These are just the “ingredi-
ents”! 

1 quart cut up new leaves

1 quart hot water

Soak 24 hours; Simmer 2 
hours and strain; Add wool 
to dye bath and simmer for 
30 minutes.

Alum: Soft yellow tinged 
with green. (A spoonful of 
ammonia added directly to 
the dyebath or used with a 
quart of water as an after-
bath, clears the green.)

Light fastness: Very Good

Whidbey Weavers Guild
     ...... a community of fiber artists

The Webster
January’s Recipe



  Study Funds and Grants for our Members
Study funds are still available for the ANWG Conference! Using a study fund leads to a “win-
win” situation for us all.  You take a class using a study fund of $100 towards tuition and learn 
something new, later the Guild hears what you learned from the experience.  Regular $100 study 
funds are available to ALL MEMBERS for use at any Guild class, ANWG event, Pacific North-
west Arts School class, or other venue.  
For those with bigger fiber-quests, there is the Janet Bratz Memorial Grant: a once-a-year award 
for furthering the study of all things fiber related.  This year’s award is $500.  Although the 
deadline for the Janet Bratz Memorial Grant is March 7, now is the time to consider your request 
and application.
Please visit the Member’s page of the Guild website for information and applications for the 
study funds and the Janet Bratz Memorial Grant.  Submit your application to a committee mem-
ber: Sally Starnes, Kate Lange-McKibbin, Nancy Baggott, or Margaret Nichols.
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Outreach Committee News
WWG Fiber Sampling Morning at the Coupeville 
Library – Saturday, October 13, 2012

Twenty-five enthusiastic students (ages 8- up) participated 
in the WWG Fiber Sampling Day at the Coupeville Library 
October 13.  They spent a fun, creative morning taking two 
one-hour workshops in knitting, kumihimo braiding, and basketry. Workshop 
participants and library visitors also enjoyed the ongoing demonstrations in 
spinning and weaving.

Coordinators Jacquie Vincent, WWG and Leslie Franzen, Library thanked the 
WWG Outreach instructors, Christi and Sarah Rosenberger, Ilene Sorenson, 
Danielle Bodine, the demonstrators, Ann Smith, Janet Forrest and teaching 
assistants, Pat Pritchard, Paula Willstatter, Judy Cline, and Nancy Loorem for 
sharing their skills and declared that it was a great success…a very exciting, 
creative day for all.

Outreach Committee Needs Mini Workshop Instructors and Demonstrators!

WWG Fiber Sampling Day at Freeland Library, April 27, 11 am-1 pm

We have scheduled another Fiber Sampling Day, this time at the Freeland Library on Saturday, April 
27, from 11am-1pm for ages 8 – up. This will be another fun event where participants will experience 
two, one-hour fiber workshops. We will also have on-going demonstrations in weaving and spinning. 
We are looking for instructors to teach weaving, spinning, basketry, felting, knitting, braiding or any 
other fiber technique and weaving and spinning demonstrators. Please contact one of our Outreach 
committee members if you are interested in volunteering for this creative event. We will have a sign up 
sheet at the February 7 meeting. We have wonderful instructors and demonstrators in our guild...hope 
you can join us and share your love of fiber.

Committee members: Danielle Bodine <dbodine@whidbey.com>, Patricia Pritchard <patriciap51237@
gmail.com>, Christi Rosenberger <chisknit@gmail.com>, Jacquie Vincent <jacquielv@aol.com>, Paula 
Willstatter <pwillsta@gmail.com>
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Our guild will soon be offering the opportunity to teach and learn from each other by offering “mini workshops” to our 
members.  This is a great way for members to share talents by volunteering their time to teach to each other in a small 
group setting. Topics do not even have to be related to fiber! Fees for the workshops will be minimal as they will only be for 
any direct material costs. Workshops can be held after Guild meetings at the Arts School, or at any other location chosen 
by the instructor.   They can vary in length from a couple of hours to a full day- again at the discretion of the instructor. The 
number of workshops we are able to offer is only limited by the number of folks that volunteer to teach something. 

After receiving information from the instructor, the Mini Workshop Chair will coordinate advertising and the 
registration for the workshop (at Guild meetings and on our Guild website). Any material fees will be paid directly 
to the instructor.

The goal is to have these gatherings be a fun, easy and inexpensive way to learn from each other.  We already 
have a few topics in mind- inkle weaving, easy fixes for knitting, braiding, and calculating a breakeven for your 
business, using Fiberwoks PCW, color theory, and even a few “movie dates” with a favorite fiber themed dvd from 
our library!  If you have a topic you would like to share, please contact Ann Smith, Mini Workshop Chair, and we 
will get things happen’in!  We want to know what you know!!!

Mini Workshop Planning Sheet
Thank you very much for offering to share your talents with your Whidbey Weavers Guild friends! 
Please take a few minutes to tell us about your “vision” for the workshop by providing the following 
information: 

Your Name: ________________________________________________________________

Phone #:      ____________________________email:_______________________________

Mini Workshop Title: ____________________________________________________________

Workshop Description (will be used for promotion as worded): 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Date:____________________ Time:___________________

Participant Limit (Minimum and Maximum):________________

Location:_________________________________   

Materials Fee:_______________________________

And/or

Materials List:_________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________

Please return this form to: Ann Smith

Thanks again- we appreciate your contribution and look forward to learning from you!!!!

Outreach Committee News



42nd Annual Whidbey Weavers Guild

Spin-In
Please Join Us!

Saturday and Sunday April 6 and 7, 2013
10am to 4pm, Oak Harbor High School
#1 Wildcat Way, Oak Harbor WA 98277

2 day admission $15 - optional fiber packet available for $10

Featured Spinner:  Sarah Swett

Programs
Saturday – A Field Guide to Needlework
Sarah Swett has devoted the last decade or three to telling slow stories with hand spun yarn.  These stories 
show up as tapestries, sweaters, needlepoint comics and embroidered books, an ever growing body of  work 
she calls “A Field Guide to Needlework”.  this talk will follow several pieces in various media as they evolve 
from fleece to fleeting idea, grow into black and white cartoons (drawing, erasing and erasing some more) 
and finally emerge as colorful stories in cloth (weaving and dyeing and stitching and ripping out and start-
ing again.) There will be slides, discussion, and examination of  materials and hopefully a bit of  that elusive 
creature- inspiration!

Sunday—The Value of Wool
From the feel of  fiber flowing through fingers to the astonishing textiles only hand spun yarns can produce, 
the pleasures of  spinning are innumerable. Not least among these is the freedom we have to control value. 
Starting with two or three fleeces, light, medium and dark, we can, with a few simple tools, transform them 
into textiles that exude energy, movement and mood -- anything from bold iconic patterns to narrative 
work of  immense subtlety.  So let’s do it!  Come spend the day at the Whidbey Island Spin-in and explore 
the Value of  Wool.

Along with your wheel or spindle, please bring:  1 or more of  the following: hand cards, flicker, mini/hand 
held combs, ball winder or nostepinne (some way to ply)

Lots of  wonderful Vendors!

People’s Choice Award
Bring your best examples of  handspun skeins or handspun items for a vote by the attendees.

Please bring your lunch and, if you’d like, some snacks to share

For more information see
www.whidbeyweaversguild.org or

Contact Anne Brenaman at 360-403-8757
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Directory Corrections:
Donna Andersen: 
new email - solweaver12@yahoo.com

Returning Members:
Bruce MacLean
650 DeVries Road
Oak Harbor, WA  98277
360-632-4475
harmonycottage@BMI.net

New Members 
November 2012 - January 2013

Coralie Silvey-Jones and Alan Jones
PO Box 1106
Carlsborg, WA 98324
360-681-0429
csjstar.reach@gmail.com

Louise Bayma (Ben)
1404 Portalis Ct.
Anacortes, WA 98221
360-325-6531
louisebayma@comcast.net

I have had a life-long involvement in 
fiber, having learned to knit at the age 
of 7. I have been spinning for 13 years 
and weaving for 12. I learned to spin 
and weave while living in New Mexico 
and working at a fiber arts store in 
Albuquerque. Spinning is nearest and 
dearest to my heart, I think of myself as a 
spinner who knits and weaves. I’m not a 
complex weaver, and I frequently dye the 
yarns or cloth that I weave with. Spinning 
brings me to the Whidbey Weavers Guild 
because in the 6 years that I have lived 
in Bellingham (now Anacortes) I have 
attended the Whidbey Spin-in every year. 
Now I am happy to have a chance to help 
with the event!

Judy & Oscar Cameron
2504 116th Ave. NE
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
425-239-6794
jcoccam@comcast.net

Our friends, Janet Erdmann and Mary 
Ann Straight, primarily Janet since we 
know Mary Ann through her, have been 
encouraging Oscar and I in the world of 
weaving. We purchased a loom from Mary 
Ann and since I am an avid quilter, Oscar 
will be the principal weaver, although 
I’ve appreciated the craft for years. So far 
we have dressed the loom and started on 
the first project - a towel woven from a 
pattern in Weaver’s Craft with pearl cotton 
in rosepath and herringbone. I’m sure we 
will both benefit from workshops and 
gleaning information from guild members. 
Oscar said the other night “This can be 
addictive.” Just the reaction I was hoping 
for. Oscar was taught knitting and sewing 
by his Mom as a child. We have been to the 
annual sale for two years and were at the 
November meeting. Looking forward to 
meeting you in February at the meeting.

Diane Hill (Samuel)
15090 Beaver Marsh Rd.
Mt Vernon, WA 98273
605-890-0446
dhill924@hotmail.com

I am looking forward to meeting some 
spinners, weavers, and knitters in the area. 
I moved to the Skagit Valley this summer 
and miss my South Dakota fiber friends. I 
have been spinning and weaving for a long 
time.....about 35 years. I am interested in 
many facets of weaving. I enjoy tapestry, 
Navajo, and multiharness weaving. I 
have taught weaving classes in Alaska 

and South Dakota. I am still interested in 
learning new things, so workshops and 
classes are of interest to me. I look forward 
to meeting new people and getting 
involved in guild activities.

Nancy Loorem (Ron Adams)
49971 Saratoga Rd.
Langley, WA 98260
360-221-2421 or 206-605-9983
nancyelizabethloorem@mac.com
I am an artist interested in expressing 
conceptual ideas through sculptural works 
using primarily natural materials in a 
way that expresses their intrinsic beauty 
while imparting subtle meaning.  I am 
currently creating light sculptures using 
a variety of finely finished wood bases 
encased with  woven materials such as 
reed, cane, and paper, then combined with 
sumi and walnut ink resist designed and 
altered papers made of mulberry, rice and 
other natural fibers that create texture 
and luminosity. My pieces often express 
Japanese influences. I also create necklaces 
with a variety of materials including 
wire, antique, recycled, ethnic and 
contemporary beads and fused glass to 
create conceptual designs that emphasize 
the unique qualities of the material while 
expressing subtle suggestions of thought 
and experience.  

Lynn Ries
3252 Green Rd.
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
360-672-8770
lynn.ries@canopy-group.com

Elinor Tapio
588 Shelter Bay Place
LaConner, WA 98257
360-466-1138
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WORKSHOP EXCITEMENT

October 4, 5, 6, 2013
BARBARA WALKER

We are very excited to be able to bring 
Barbara Walker for a workshop on Ply 
Splitting: Braids, Baskets, and Beyond 
to be held at the Pacific Northwest Art 
School.  Students will learn about equip-
ment and how to use this technique to 
make a mat, tube and a vessel.  There 
may be a necklace involved as well.  No 
loom is required.  Barbara is bringing all 
materials and these are included in the 
price.  Supplies are more expensive than 
usual due to the extensive labor involved 
in preparing them for you so that you get 
the maximum from this workshop.  The 
price is approximately $184 to $236.  Class 
size is limited to 12 students. The higher 
price is based on 10 students.  Sign up will 
begin at the February meeting.  We will 
be opening this workshop to the public.  
Register early.  Any questions contact 
Maryann Straight.

Exhibits
-Langley---Danielle Bodine will be exhibiting a mixed media piece; a family of “Visitors” from the 
“Planet Htrae,” in an exciting group show titled “KOMIKON” at Museo Gallery in Langley, WA (Whid-
bey Island) from January 19- February 25, 2013.  Please join the artists at the opening reception 
January 19, Saturday from 5-7pm.  Museo Gallery, 215 1st Street, Langley – (360 221 7737)  

-Schack Art Center—Whidbey Surface Design Group will be exhibiting work of 25 members at 
the Schack Art Center in Everett.  The opening is March 7, 5-7 pm.  Eleven members of the Whidbey 
Weavers Guild will be participating.  These artists have not been able to show this kind of work at 
Uncommon Threads sale, so it is a wonderful opportunity for you to see what they do.  Participating 
guild members include Danielle Bodine, Mary Burks, Fine Gelfand, Zia Gipson, Cary Hamer, Kristin 
Lasher, Nan Leaman, Pat Morse, Natalie Olsen, Ilene Sorenson, and Ellen Vlasak. Visit www.schack.
org. 
Schack Art Center, 2921 Hoyt Ave. Everett, WA 98201. 425-257-8380 

-Schack Art Center—Students of Gail Harker Center for Creative Arts are showing “Complex 
Threads” through February 16, 2013.  Visit www.schack.org for more information.



  Future Guild Programs and Workshops
The financial success of our Uncommon Threads sale and our guild auction has enabled us to bring you 
a wonderful array of guild programs and workshops for the next few years.  They are listed below with 
web links for your further exploration.  We have a surprise coming, so stay tuned.

February 7, 2013
Guild Program: Susan McGehee:
 “Weaving with Wire and Metal.”

www.metalstrands.com 
 

Susan creates whimsical wire and metal kimonos using bronze 
or stainless steel screen; embellished with scraps of wire from 
her weavings, recycled electronic odds and ends and a variety 
of found treasures.  Susan is also teaching a workshop on her 
methods, February 8, 9, 10.

March 7, 2013
Guild Program: Anita Mayer

“Treasures from Travels and Their Inspirations”. 

Anita is the author of several books:
 “Clothing from the Hands that Weave,

” “Handwoven Clothing: Felted to Wear,” and 
“I Don’t do Guilt Anymore.”

April 4, 2013
Guild Program: Sarah Swett: “Story-Telling in Tapestry”

“Treasures from Travels and Their Inspirations”. 
www.sarah-swett.com  

“The perfect yarn is a column of air surrounded by fiber.  
The best ideas show up when I’m doing something else.  

The ideal project takes over my life and requires a season 
or two to complete.  Or a year.  Or three.  It demands 
time.”  Sarah is also our guest for Spin-In and will be 

conducting a mini-tapestry workshop following her guild 
presentation.
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May 2, 2013
Guild Program: Janet Thomas

Lark Textile Design
Designing Rugs and the Creative Process

Lark Textile Design was born out of a desire to keep alive 
the American tradition of rag rug weaving. A tradition 

that reused anything from potato sacks to old coveralls 
to make functional and highly individual textiles. 

Although we use all new materials today, the concept of 
thrift and creativity are alive and well in our studio.

June 6, 2013
Guild Program: Jean Gauger:

 “Nuno Felt”
 

Prior to her presentation, Jean will be teaching a workshop 
sponsored by the Pacific Northwest Art School

September  5, 2013
Guild Program: Whidbey Surface Design Association

“PORTFOLIO” 

Presentation of the portfolio of work from 33 fiber artists, an 
explanation of their various techniques, and fiber samples to 

handle from the national organization.

October 3, 2013
Guild Program: Barbara Walker

Ply-Splitting
www.barbarajwalker.com 

Workshop: Oct 5,6,7, 2013  This three-day workshop for 
all levels introduces the fiber technique of ply-splitting. 
No looms are required to produce beautiful braids 
suitable for neckwear, or shapes which can 
be manipulated to form vessels.  Barbara provides
 lots of prepared materials for the ease of the 

participant.  
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February 6, 2014
Guild Program:Robin Spady

4 Shafts Aren’t Complex ?   Au Contraire.
www.spadystudios.com 

Workshop: February 7,8,9.  
“There are two sides to every cloth.

March 6, 2014
Guild Program: Madelyn van der Hoogt

 “Coping with Harness Envy”
www.weaverschool.com

 
Although you can’t always get exactly the same effects on four 
shafts as on more, there are many ways to convert multishaft 

drafts to four with satisfying results.

May 1, 2014
Guild Program: Liz Axford

Dyer and Quilt Artist Extraordinaire

The guild welcomes its newest well-known fiber artist to the island 
and is excited to have her present shibori dyeing techniques and 

her work.   She says, “I’m a quiltmaker, surface designer (dye, paint, 
print), feltmaker and a really inadequate knitter (though I’m a 

sucker for beautiful yarns).
  Workshop:  May 2, 3 Fiber Reactive Dye Tech-

niques for Surface Designers and Warp painting techniques for 
weavers.  Team taught with Liz and Mary Burks.
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June 5, 2014
Guild Program: Kathy Hewitt

Tamari Balls
 

Remember those wonderful Temari balls at the Uncommon 
Threads Sale? Temari balls are a folk art form that originated in 
China and moved to Japan. Historically they were constructed 

from the remnants of old kimonos. As time moved on traditional 
Temari balls became an artform.  Kathy will present her work and a 

discussion of the art form.

September 4, 2014
Guild Program: Linda Kubik

 Hand? Drape? Fashion Fabric?
www.lindakubik.com

Trunk Show presentation of handwoven/handmade fabrics.
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